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(57) ABSTRACT 
The invention relates to an end piece (2, 2') for the front or rear 
end of a ski (1) or snoWboard, Which end piece (2, 2') has at 
least a ?rst and a second portion (6, 7). A distance (10, 10') 
betWeen mutually adjacent Zones (8, 9) of the ?rst and second 
portion (6, 7) or a Width or length measurement of at least one 
of the Zones (8, 9) can be varied. Alternatively, the ?rst and 
second portion (6, 7) are connected to one another in the 
mutually adjacent Zones (8, 9) by means of an articulated joint 
and/or an elastically stretchable and rebounding bridging ele 
ment and/or an elastically deformable middle portion (12) 
and the Zones of the ?rst and second portion (6, 7) remote 
from the mutually adjacent Zones (8, 9) can be respectively 
connected to oppositely lying side edges of a ski (1) or snoW 
board by articulated joints and/ or With an interconnected 
elastic deformation Zone. This positively in?uences the per 
formance of a ski (1) or snoWboard With a variable geometry 
or mm. 

38 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets 
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END PIECE FOR THE FRONT OR REAR END 
OF A SKI OR SNOWBOARD AND A SKI 

FITTED THEREWITH OR A SNOWBOARD 
FITTED THEREWITH 

In accordance With 35 U.S.C. §119, the applicants claim 
the priority of Austrian patent application No. A 2104/2007 
dated 21 Dec. 2007. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The invention relates to an end piece for the front or rear 

end of a ski or snoWboard as Well as a co-operating ski or a 

snoWboard equipped thereWith, as speci?ed in claims 1, 2 and 
35. 

2. Prior Art 
End pieces or terminating elements for the front or rear end 

of skis or snoWboards are knoWn in principal from the prior 
art. These end pieces primarily ful?ll the function of a clad 
ding element for the tip or end portion of the corresponding 
gliding board body. For reasons pertaining to the production 
technology used, such end pieces are mostly ?tted in the tip or 
end portion of a ski or snoWboard in particular. These end 
pieces speci?cally provide a visually advantageous termina 
tion for the gliding board body. Especially if the gliding board 
body is made from a multi-layered composite body and is 
manufactured by a foam injection process, a knoWn approach 
is to provide the end portions of the gliding board body With 
an end piece serving as a cladding element. This being the 
case, these end pieces may be adhered to the gliding board 
body during the production process already and/ or secured to 
the end portion of the gliding board body by a positive con 
nection or by means of ?xing screWs. These end pieces are 
therefore of ?xed dimensions, adapted to the dimensions of 
the respective ski or snoWboard. No provision is made for a 
variable Width or thickness. 

Document DE 202 01 963 U1 discloses an extension for the 
tip or shovel Which can be ?tted as and When necessary. This 
tip extension can be pushed onto the ski tip When necessary to 
enable skiing in deep snoW. This push-on tip, Which is prima 
rily intended to impart greater buoyancy When moving on 
deep snoW, can then be removed again by the user. This tip 
extension is therefore an accessory Which can be ?tted and 
removed as and When required and can be ?tted on a plurality 
of skis With different shovel geometries. In particular, provi 
sion is made so that this ?tting ?ts different dimensions of the 
front end of the skis, in particular the shovels, depending on 
manufacturer and ski model. To this end, the ?tting is of an 
essentially U-shaped design as seen from above, and the 
distance betWeen the tWo legs of the U-shaped ?tting may be 
made bigger or smaller in order to adapt to the respective 
shovel Widths of different ski models. 

OBJECTIVES AND ADVANTAGES OF THE 
INVENTION 

The underlying objective of this invention is to propose an 
end piece for the front or rear end of a ski or snoWboard, by 
means of Which the performance, in particular the control 
behavior of a ski or snoWboard, canbe improved, in particular 
of a ski or snoWboard With variable geometry or siZing. 
Another objective is to specify a co-operating ski or a co 
operating snoWboard. 

The ?rst objective of the invention is achieved on the basis 
of an end piece as de?ned in claim 1 or 2. The advantage of 
this is that an end piece of this type improves the control 
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2 
behavior of a ski or snoWboard on Which it is ?tted. In par 

ticular, the stability of the end portion of the ski or snoWboard, 
Which is variable in terms of the cross-sectional geometry or 
siZe, can be positively in?uenced. By means of the end piece 
proposed by the invention, it is possible to ensure that the 
intended cross-sectional variability is either totally unim 
peded or barely impeded at all, Whilst at the same time pro 
viding mutual support betWeen the side edges of a ski or 
snoWboard, Which are uncoupled to a relatively high degree in 
terms of force. In particular, the end piece proposed by the 
invention constitutes a binding member betWeen the side 
portions of the gliding board body lying to the left and right of 
the longitudinal mid-axis, thereby enabling the control 
behavior, in particular cornering stability, of a corresponding 
ski or snoWboard to be signi?cantly improved by means of the 
end piece. This end piece therefore has a multiple function in 
that it improves travel properties on the one hand and also 
increases the robustness of the ski or snoWboard With variable 
geometry. 
As a result of the features de?ned in claim 3, the end pieces 

can be connected to the respective end portion of a gliding 
board body so that they are particularly resistant to tearing off 
because the side portions of the end pieces can be rigidly and 
non-releasably connected to a gliding board body, Whereas 
the middle portion of the end pieces assures the requisite 
relative adjustability. 
The embodiment de?ned in claim 4 ensures that a snoW 

gliding board Which is variable in terms of its shovel geom 
etry or the geometry of the side edges, in particular a ski or 
snoWboard, is not obstructed in its positioning movements or 
is so as little as possible. 

The advantage of the embodiment de?ned in claim 5 is that 
the side portions or legs of the essentially U-shaped or sickle 
shaped end pieces can be ?xedly or rigidly connected to the 
gliding board body, Whereas the desired relative displaceabil 
ity takes place starting from the middle portion or from the 
base portion of the U-shaped or sickle-shaped end pieces. In 
particular, instead of opening out the side portions of the end 
pieces, a variation in distance is achieved starting from the 
base of the U-shaped or sickle-shaped end pieces. 

Another advantageous embodiment de?ned in claim 6 
ensures that the gliding faces or control edges of the ski or 
snoWboard to the side of the longitudinal axis remain as far as 
possible constantly in a common plane. The common plane 
extends essentially parallel With the gliding face of the gliding 
board body. In particular, this prevents a height offset from 
occurring betWeen individual gliding board tongues or glid 
ing board part-portions in the front or rear end portion of the 
gliding board body during so-called “carving” or When trav 
eling on the edge. The control or cornering behavior of a 
gliding board body that is fully or partially slotted in the 
longitudinal direction can therefore be signi?cantly improved 
by the speci?ed end piece, Which simultaneously serves as a 
guide element. 
As a result of the embodiment de?ned in claim 7, instead of 

a relative displaceability betWeen tWo or more elements, use 
is made of an ability of the middle portion to stretch and 
rebound elastically so that the end piece can be adapted to 
varying Widths due to an elastic deformability. 
The embodiment de?ned in claim 8 results in an end piece 

based on a structurally compact design, and such an end piece 
is unlikely to be blocked due to snoW or ice during its com 
pensating movements or as the Width varies. 
As a result of the feature de?ned in claim 9, the end piece 

can be manufactured relatively inexpensively. Furthermore, 
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Warehouse management is simpli?ed because only a single 
component is needed to form the front or rear end pieces of a 
ski or snowboard. 

The advantage of the embodiment de?ned in claim 10 is 
that the end piece is made from relatively hard material at its 
side portions or along its legs and can therefore be ?tted on a 
co-operating gliding board body in a particularly practical 
arrangement. The middle portion, on the other hand, is made 
from elastomeric or ?exible plastic and thus ensures that the 
distance inside the base portion of the U-shaped or sickle 
shaped end piece can be varied. 
The advantage of the embodiment de?ned in claim 11 is 

that the end piece may be assembled as inexpensively as 
possible and also remains functionally reliable for a long 
time. 

The features de?ned in claim 12 also permit a variation in 
the Width of the end piece Without causing a relative displace 
ment betWeen structurally independent elements. This avoids 
any gliding faces Which might be susceptible to icing and 
correct functioning is guaranteed even under the Worst usage 
conditions. Furthermore, a high maximum adjustment Width 
can be achieved by means of an elasticity induced by a shape 
and type of material, for example in the form of an expandable 
folded arrangement, Without the middle portion of the end 
piece being exposed to high stress or tearing forces. In par 
ticular, there are also no concerns With regard to material 
fatigue, even after numerous motion cycles. 

The embodiment de?ned in claim 13 results in a Weight 
optimiZed design. It also affords extra personal protection 
because the tip or end region of the gliding board body is 
designed so that it is as blunt or rounded as possible. 

The embodiment de?ned in claim 14 offers additional per 
sonal protection because the front end of the gliding board 
body is thicker and/ or relatively ?exible and/ or designed With 
rounded edges. This also offers a durable protective feature 
Which requires no particular maintenance or adaptation on the 
part of the end user. 

The embodiment de?ned in claim 15 ensures that an end 
portion of a ski or snoWboard Which canbe varied in geometry 
or cross-section has a visually attractive termination. The risk 
of the multi-layered structure of the respective gliding board 
body delaminating is also reduced. 
As a result of the features de?ned in claim 16, the respec 

tive portions of the end pieces can be rigidly connected to the 
gliding board tongues of the gliding board body and are thus 
relatively resistant to tearing off. Furthermore, the variation in 
terms of plane or Width or the variation betWeen the side 
portions of the end pieces can be changed by means of the 
middle portion of the end piece. 
As a result of another advantageous embodiment de?ned in 

claim 17, the end piece has a resilient elastic rebounding 
means Which tends to alWays move back into a de?ned initial 
or non-operating position as soon as externally acting forces 
are removed. This active, resiliently elastic rebounding move 
ment is conducive to the travel behavior of a ski or snoWboard 
?tted With an end piece of this type. In a particularly advan 
tageous manner, this elastically stretchable and rebounding 
bridging element may also service as a guide mechanism for 
preventing vertical deviating movements betWeen the gliding 
board tongues of a split or longitudinally slotted ski or snoW 
board. 

The features de?ned in claim 18 result in an end piece 
Which is capable of ful?lling the intended function during the 
average period of usage of a ski or snoWboard ?tted With it. An 
end piece of this type also offers a suf?cient amount of adjust 
ment path so that the end piece does not obstruct the shovel or 
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4 
end region of a gliding board body Which can be manually 
pre-set and/ or Which can vary in Width due to stress or ?exing. 

Also of advantage is an embodiment de?ned in claim 19, 
because it is simply and effectively able to prevent a drop 
beloW a minimum distance betWeen the tWo gliding board 
tongues of a gliding board body slotted in the longitudinal 
direction. In particular, it ensures that even in the event of 
strong forces betWeen tWo gliding board tongues pushing 
them closer together, such as occur When traveling on one of 
the lateral control edges for example, a de?ned minimum 
distance is guaranteed betWeen the gliding board tongues. 

Based on the embodiment de?ned in claim 20, a stop 
element is provided, Which simultaneously serves as a barrier 
element or a protective element for an expandable bridging 
element optionally disposed inside the gap. This projection 
speci?cally assumes a protective function for the ?exible or 
rubber-like bridging element, Which bridges the gap betWeen 
the ?rst and second gliding board tongue of a gliding board 
body. The robustness of a ski or snoWboard With a geometry 
or siZe Which can be varied can be enhanced still further. 
The embodiment de?ned in claim 21 avoids increased 

fatigue of the elastically stretchable and rebounding bridging 
element over time, at least to a certain extent. 
The features de?ned in claim 22 result in a robust end piece 

Which can be connected to the to the respective end portion of 
the gliding board body particularly reliably and so that it Will 
not tear off if the end piece is of a structurally slim or struc 
turally relatively compact design. 
An embodiment de?ned in claim 23 is of particular advan 

tage because a central element or middle part is incorporated, 
Which alWays remains centrally positioned. As a result, the 
middle part is alWays retained in an unchanged relative posi 
tion With respect to a gliding board body, Whilst the side 
portions of the end pieces can be moved relative to the central 
middle part. This ensures that the tWo side portions of the end 
pieces can be moved apart from one another and back toWards 
one another starting from a middle part disposed in a de?ned 
position. 
As a result of the embodiment de?ned in claim 24, middle 

parts of different types can be selectively positioned on the 
bridging element. In particular, this offers an easy Way of 
?tting easily mounted and interchangeable middle parts With 
a guiding function and/ or middle parts With a damping func 
tion betWeen the tWo side portions of the end pieces. 
The embodiment de?ned in claim 25 ensures that the 

middle part is centrally retained When the side portions of the 
end piece are moved in the direction toWards the middle part 
or aWay from the middle part. 
The features de?ned in claim 26 result in a stable retaining 

system for the middle part on the elastically stretchable and 
rebounding bridging element that is resistant to tearing off. 
As a result of the features de?ned in claim 27, undesired 

relative movements betWeen the ?rst and second portion of 
the end pieces can be reliably prevented. In particular, devi 
ating movements betWeen the ?rst and second portion by 
reference to a direction extending vertically With respect to 
the bottom and top face of the end piece can be suppressed. 
The features de?ned in claim 28 result in a spring element 

Which is very robust and of a simple construction. Further 
more, the requisite adjustment Widths can be achieved With 
out the need for structurally complex or structurally bulky 
helical springs. 
An embodiment de?ned in claim 29 is also of advantage 

because an end piece can be produced Which is as lightWeight 
and inexpensive as possible. 
The embodiment de?ned in claim 30 is of advantage 

because a spring element of this type is particularly robust and 
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is also able to assume an exact guiding function in order to 
prevent undesired relative movements betWeen the portions 
of the end pieces. 
As a result of the features de?ned in claim 31, the elasti 

cally stretchable and rebounding bridging element ful?ls a 
dual function, thereby reducing the number of components 
needed and keeping the Weight of the end piece loW. 

The embodiment de?ned in claim 32 prevents a gap from 
forming in the middle portion of the end piece. This prevents 
any mutual jamming or trapping of foreign bodies or ice 
build-up betWeen the mutually moving portions of the end 
piece. 
As a result of the features de?ned in claim 33, the shovel or 

end portion of the gliding board body can be opened out or 
closed Without the end piece opposing such controlled move 
ments, Which can be manually pre-set and/or are induced by 
?exing but controlled due to a blocking or preventing resis 
tance. 

The advantage of the feature de?ned in claim 34 is that a 
robust, but structurally simple guide mechanism is provided, 
Which is conducive to the guiding or control behavior of a ski 
or snoWboard ?tted With such an end piece. Furthermore, With 
an embodiment of this type, the tip or base region of the 
U-shaped or sickle-shaped end piece can be closed or bridged 
so that the gap or optionally a folded element bridging this 
gap can be better protected against damage. In particular, this 
reduces the probability of or avoids the risk of hard foreign 
bodies or clumps of ice or similar getting into the gap betWeen 
the tWo gliding board tongues from the front end portion of 
the gliding board body. 

Independently of the above, the objective of the invention 
is also achieved by means of a ski or a snoWboard as de?ned 
in claim 35. The advantages and technical effects Which can 
be achieved as a result may be found in the parts of the 
description given above. Another advantage is the fact that a 
gliding board body of this type affords better personal pro 
tection because the tip and end portions are at least partially 
clad or covered by means of the end piece. 
An extraordinary and interesting travel behavior of the 

gliding board body is achieved if it has a geometry-in?uenc 
ing means for varying the cross-sectional geometry or chang 
ing the siZe, as speci?ed in claim 36. 

Also of advantage is an embodiment de?ned in claim 37 
because a ski or snoWboard is provided, the siZe or cross 
sectional geometry of Which can be changed in a particularly 
simple but nevertheless effective manner. Furthermore, the 
geometry of a ski or snoWboard of this type can be in?uenced 
to a suf?ciently signi?cant degree With relatively loW adjust 
ing forces. 

Finally, an embodiment as de?ned in claim 38 is of advan 
tage because the gliding behavior or suitability of the gliding 
board body for the piste can be signi?cantly improved. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention Will be explained in more detail beloW With 
reference to examples of embodiments illustrated in the 
appended draWings. The draWings provide a simpli?ed, 
highly schematic illustration of the folloWing: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective, exploded diagram illustrating an 
embodiment of a gliding board body, in particular a ski With 
a variable cross-sectional geometry or siZe in conjunction 
With an end piece proposed by the invention for the front and 
rear end of the gliding board body respectively; 

FIG. 2 is a plan vieW of the gliding board body illustrated 
in FIG. 1 in conjunction With end pieces proposed by the 
invention in the tip and end region of the gliding board body; 
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6 
FIG. 2a is a plan vieW on an enlarged scale shoWing the 

front end portion of the gliding board body illustrated in FIG. 
2; 

FIG. 3 is a plan vieW shoWing a ?rst embodiment of the end 
piece proposed by the invention for the shovel region of a ski; 

FIG. 4 shoWs the end piece illustrated in FIG. 3 With a 
Wider middle portion due to a larger shovel Width; 

FIG. 5 illustrates another embodiment of an end piece 
proposed by the invention; 

FIG. 6 illustrates another embodiment of an end piece 
proposed by the invention; 

FIG. 7 illustrates an embodiment of an end piece made 
from a single part; 

FIG. 8 illustrates an embodiment of a multi-part end piece 
With an arcuately extending bridging or spring element; 

FIG. 9 illustrates another embodiment of an end piece for 
the front end of a gliding board body With an elastic bridging 
element betWeen the side portions of the end pieces; 

FIG. 10 shoWs an example of an embodiment of an end 
piece for the rear end of a gliding board body With an elastic 
bridging element betWeen the side portions of the end pieces; 

FIG. 11 is a schematic plan vieW illustrating an example of 
another embodiment of an end piece for the rear end of a 
gliding board body; 

FIG. 12 is a schematic plan vieW illustrating an example of 
another embodiment of an end piece for the front end of a 
gliding board body With the middle part removed; 

FIG. 13 shoWs the end piece illustrated in FIG. 12 With the 
middle part ?tted or mounted betWeen the side portions of the 
end pieces; 

FIG. 14 illustrates a hinge-mounted end piece With an 
elastically deformable middle portion; 

FIG. 15 illustrates a hinge-mounted end piece With a hinge 
mounted middle portion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Firstly, it should be pointed out that the same parts 
described in the different embodiments are denoted by the 
same reference numbers and the same component names and 
the disclosures made throughout the description can be trans 
posed in terms of meaning to same parts bearing the same 
reference numbers or same component names. Furthermore, 
the positions chosen for the purposes of the description, such 
as top, bottom, side, etc., relate to the draWing speci?cally 
being described and can be transposed in terms of meaning to 
a neW position When another position is being described. 
Individual features or combinations of features from the dif 
ferent embodiments illustrated and described may be con 
strued as independent inventive solutions or solutions pro 
posed by the invention in their oWn right. 

FIGS. 1 and 2 illustrate a ski 1, Which has a technically 
improved end piece 2, 2' in the front and/ or in the rear end 
portion. This end piece 2, 2' may naturally also be used on the 
front and/ or on the rear end of some other gliding board body, 
in particular on a snoWboard, a mono-ski or a similar snoW 
gliding board. 
The end piece 2, 2' proposed by the invention is primarily 

designed for skis or snoWboards Which have at least one 
geometry-in?uencing means 4 for changing the Width or siZe 
and/or cross-sectional geometry of the front and/or rear end 
portion of the gliding board body 3. This geometry-in?uenc 
ing means 4 on the gliding board body 3 preferably comprises 
at least one slot, gap 5, 5' or some other Weakening or split in 
the cross-section of the gliding board body 3. This cross 
sectional Weakening, Which is be provided in the form of a 
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slot or gap 5, 5' in the embodiment illustrated as an example, 
extends in the longitudinal direction of the gliding board body 
3. It is provided either in the form of a Weakening of the 
cross-section of the gliding board body 3 based on a plurality 
of mutually aligned ori?ces or slots or alternatively by a 
partial slit and extends from at least one end of the gliding 
board body 3 in the direction toWards the middle portion of 
the gliding board body 3. It is preferable if both the front end 
portion and the rear end portion of the gliding board body 3 
are slotted, in Which case these cross-sectional Weakened 
areas extend from the tWo ends, each in the direction toWards 
the middle portion of the gliding board body 3. These cross 
sectional Weakened areas each expediently terminate at a 
prede?ned distance from the mounting portion for a binding 
mechanism 311 Which is coupled With the foot of a user as and 
When necessary. 

The essential aspect is that the end pieces 2, 2' described in 
detail beloW may be used With skis 1 or snoWboards, the Width 
of Which in the shovel region and/ or in the rear end region is 
variable depending on load and/or can be individually pre 
adjusted by a user. As regards the technical design options for 
this gliding board body 3 With a variable geometry or siZe and 
as regards the technical design options of the geometry-in?u 
encing means 4, reference may be made to the detailed dis 
closures of Austrian patent applications A 173/2007 and A 
174/2007 ?led by this applicant and included herein as part of 
the subject matter of this disclosure. Also included in the 
subject matter of this disclosure is the disclosure of EP 1 297 
869 B 1. 
The end pieces 2, 2' described beloW are therefore speci? 

cally designed for designs of skis 1 or snoWboards Which have 
a variable geometry, Whereby a change is brought about in the 
Width of the front and/ or rear end portion by at least one 
longitudinally extending cut or slot in the front and/or rear 
end portion of the gliding board body 3. The end piece 2, 2' is 
therefore designed so that the changes in the Width of the 
respective end portion of the gliding board body 3 can be 
varied as a function of load and/or can be pre-set individually 
by the user and at the same time have a positive effect on the 
performance Which can be achieved With such a ski or snoW 
board, in particular its travel or control behavior. The end 
pieces 2, 2' may essentially help to increase the torsional 
stiffness of the front and/or rear end portion of the gliding 
board body 3, thereby having a positive effect on its travel or 
control behavior. Particularly in the case of a design based on 
slots or gaps 5, 5' in the gliding board body 3, the end pieces 
2, 2' may function as a load-transferring coupling or stabiliZ 
ing element betWeen the individual tongues or legs in the 
front and/or rear end portion of the gliding board body 3. In 
other Words, the torsional stiffness of adjacent gliding board 
tongues 23, 24 respectively 23', 24' of the front and/or rear end 
portion of the gliding board body 3 can be signi?cantly 
increased by the end pieces 2, 2'. This in turn results in a more 
exact controllability and in improved cornering behavior of 
the gliding board body 3. 
As may best be seen from the enlarged diagram illustrated 

in FIG. 2a, the at least one slot or gap 5, 5' in the gliding board 
body 3 is preferably bridged by at least one ?exible bridging 
element 5a. This ?exible bridging element 511 is designed so 
that it can conform to the variations Which occur in the geom 
etry or distance in the respective end portion of the gliding 
board body 3 and prevent any snoW or ice from passing from 
the bottom face of the gliding board body 3 in the direction 
toWards the top face of the gliding board body 3. More tech 
nical details about the design may be found inAustrian patent 
application A 173/2007 ?led by this applicant, Which appli 
cation is included in the subject matter of this disclosure. 
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8 
In order to satisfy the above-mentioned requirements, the 

end piece 2, 2' has at least a ?rst and a second portion 6, 7, and 
the position or relative position of the ?rst portion 6 With 
respect to the position of the second portion 7 can be varied. 
The end pieces 2, 2' may be of a one-part design, i.e. made as 
a single part or element, Which forms the tWo side portions 6, 
7. HoWever, the end pieces 2, 2' may also be of a multi-part 
design, in Which case the individual portions 6, 7 are joined to 
form a single piece. Both embodiments, ie the single-part 
design and the multi-part design joined to form a single piece, 
Will be described in more detail beloW. In principle, the ?rst 
and second portion 6, 7 could also each constitute separate 
end or terminating parts, structurally independent of one 
another, for the at least tWo tongues or legs in the front and/or 
rear end portion of the gliding board body 3. 
The ?rst side portion 6 of the end pieces 2, 2' has a Zone 8 

Which lies next to or is adjacent to the second side portion 7 of 
the end pieces 2, 2'. The second portion 7 of the end pieces 2, 
2' has a Zone 9 Which lies next to the ?rst portion 6 and is 
directly adjacent to the ?rst portion 6. The mutually facing 
Zones 8, 9 of the portions 6, 7 may be structurally separate 
portions 6, 7 or alternatively may be disposed on a single-part 
end piece 2, 2' With a continuous or uninterrupted transition 
portion betWeen the Zones 8, 9, as illustrated in FIG. 7 for 
example. The essential aspect is that a distance 10, 10' 
betWeen the mutually adjacent Zones 8, 9 of the ?rst and 
second portion 6, 7 can be varied. In other Words, the end 
piece 2, 2' is variable in terms of its Width because the Zones 
8, 9 of the portions 6, 7 are elastically ?exible in the case of a 
?rst embodiment, so that a Width or length of at least one of 
the Zones 8, 9 can be changed. In the case of another embodi 
ment, the Zones 8, 9 of the portions 6, 7 move telescopically 
one inside the other or the portions 6, 7 mutually overlap. 
Accordingly, the ?rst and second portion 6, 7 preferably form 
a complementary guide mechanism 11, the guiding direction 
of Which extends transversely to the longitudinal mid-axis 
and essentially parallel With the gliding face of the gliding 
board body 3. 

This adjustment path betWeen the ?rst and second portion 
6, 7 of the end pieces 2, 2' corresponding to the distance 10, 
10' is preferably disposed in the middle portion 12 betWeen 
the outer ends of the end pieces 2, 2'. This adjustment path or 
variable distance 10, 10' betWeen the mutually adjacent Zones 
8, 9 is selected so that a priZing open or increase in Width and 
a narroWing or reduction in Width of the outer ends of the 
gliding board body 3 are able to in?uence the control behavior 
of the gliding board body 3' to a positive or perceptible 
degree. In particular, the end piece 2, 2' is designed so that the 
distance 10, 10' betWeen the mutually adjacent Zones 8, 9 is 
variable depending on a varying Width of the front and rear 
end of the ski 1 or snoWboard during travel or during use, as 
may be seen in particular from comparing FIGS. 3, 4. In other 
Words, the end piece 2, 2' is designed so that its length or 
Width varies betWeen the ?rst and second portion 6, 7, pref 
erably starting from its middle portion 12. This means that an 
end piece 2, 2' that is essentially U-shaped or sickle-shaped as 
seen in plan vieW varies in terms of its Width 13 via a tele 
scopic, elastically ?exible and/ or hinge-mounted middle por 
tion 12, as Will be explained in more detail beloW. 
As may also be seen from the embodiment illustrated in 

FIGS. 3, 4, the mutually adjacent Zones 8, 9 of the ?rst and 
second portion 6, 7 are positioned inside the middle portion 
12 by reference to a Width 13 of the end pieces 2, 2'. 
A guide mechanism 11 betWeen the tWo portions 6, 7 is 

preferably provided in the middle portion 12. This guide 
mechanism 11 has at least tWo telescopically guided or at 
least tWo mutually overlapping guide elements 14, 15. The 
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mutually co-operating guide elements 14, 15, Which may be 
provided in the form of a guide pin and co-operating guide 
groove or a guide projection 16 and guide recess 17, are 
designed and oriented so that the end piece 2, 2', in particular 
its middle portion 12, can be laterally Widened and re-set, i.e. 
made bigger and smaller, so that the Width 13 of the end pieces 
2, 2' is variable depending on the varying Width of the gliding 
board body 3. By preference, this variation in the Width of the 
end pieces 2, 2', Which occurs during travel With the ski 1 or 
snoWboard and/ or can be individually pre-set, takes place 
starting from the tip region or from the central portion of the 
end pieces 2, 2'. 

Instead of the linear guide mechanism 11 betWeen the 
portions 6, 7 described above, another option Would be for at 
least the middle portion 12 of the end pieces 2, 2' to be made 
from an elastomeric plastic 18, in particular a soft plastic or 
rubber. This Would also enable the Width 13 of the end pieces 
2, 2' to be varied depending on a priZed-open angle of the end 
portion of the gliding board body 3. An elastic middle portion 
12 of this type made from an elastomeric plastic 18 is illus 
trated in the diagram shoWn in FIG. 7. The end piece 2, 2' may 
also be provided in the form of an integral component pro 
duced by a plastic injection molding process, in Which case 
production and tool costs can be kept loW and assembly and 
Warehousing costs can be reduced. 
As also best illustrated by the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 

7, the middle portion 12 may be made from an elastomeric, 
?exible plastic 18, and the ?rst and secondportion 6, 7 respec 
tively secured or formed on oppositely lying peripheral por 
tions ofthe middle portion 12 as side parts 19, 20. In particu 
lar, the side portions 6, 7 may be molded on or jointly molded 
in a multi-component plastic injection molding process. 
These side parts 19, molded integrally on the elastomeric 
middle portion 12 or jointly With the elastomeric middle 
portion 12 are made from a relatively hard material, in par 
ticular hard plastic, or a metal material. 

The middle portion 12 of the end pieces 2, 2' may therefore 
be provided in the form of an elastic stretchable portion 21, 
and this stretchable portion 21 imparts to the end pieces 2, 2' 
the ability to stretch and rebound due to the shape and/or 
material. This shape-based and/or material-based stretchable 
portion 21 may be provided in the form of an expandable 
folded arrangement 22 With at least one elastically stretching 
fold, as illustrated by Way of example in FIG. 11. 

Especially if it is to be used on the front end of a ski 1 or 
snoWboard, the end piece 2, 2' is essentially arch-shaped or 
sickle-shaped as seen from above, as may be seen from the 
embodiments illustrated as examples in FIGS. 3 to 7 and 12 to 
15. This enables savings on the material used for the end piece 
2, 2' to be made but above all savings on the Weight of the 
gliding board body 3. Alternatively, it Would also be possible 
to opt for other geometric contours for the end pieces 2, 2', for 
example trapezoidal or triangular contours, as may be seen 
from the embodiments illustrated as examples in FIGS. 8 to 
11. 

FIGS. 3 to 9 and 12 to 15 illustrate different end pieces 2 
provided as a cladding element for the front terminal end, in 
particular for the front end portion, of a ski or snoWboard. In 
other Words, these end pieces 2 are designed for the tip or 
shovel of a ski or snoWboard. Accordingly, these end pieces 2 
are provided With a vieW to connecting them permanently or 
constantly to the front end portion of the ski or snoWboard and 
are therefore connected to the end portion of the gliding board 
body 3 so that they can not be detached. Positive connections 
and/or screW connections and/or bonded joints may be used 
for this purpose. Alternatively, another option is to partially 
integrate the end pieces 2 in the structure of the gliding board 
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10 
body 6 during the process of producing the gliding board 
body 3, in particular during the hot pressing process, or join 
them to the latter. 

FIGS. 10, 11 illustrate examples of end pieces 2' Which are 
designed as a cladding element for a terminal rear end of a ski 
or snoWboard. These end pieces 2' or cladding elements for 
the rear termination of the ski or snoWboard are also perma 
nently or durably joined to the rear end portion of the ski or 
snoWboard. Again, positive connecting mechanisms and/or 
screW ?xing means and/or adhesive may be used for this 
purpose and these end pieces 2' may also be partially inte 
grated in the gliding board body 3 during the manufacturing 
process. 
The tWo side portions 6, 7 of the end pieces 2, 2' are 

permanently joined to a left and right gliding board tongue 23, 
24 respectively 23', 24' of a gliding board body 3. The left and 
right gliding board tongue 23, 24 respectively 23', 24' of the 
gliding board body 3 is formed by at least one slot or gap 5, 5' 
in the gliding board body 3, Which extends essentially parallel 
With its longitudinal mid-axis and at least partially splits the 
top face of the gliding board body 3 or provides an at least 
partial slot in the gliding board body 3, as may best be seen 
from FIGS. 1 to 2a. The left and right gliding board tongues 
23, 24 respectively 23', 24' are therefore de?ned by the at least 
one cut or gap 5, 5', Which preferably extends through the 
longitudinal mid-plane. In particular, the ?rst portion 6 of the 
end pieces 2, 2' is designed to be permanently secured to a 
gliding board tongue 23, 23' lying to the left of the longitu 
dinal mid-axis of a ski or snoWboard and the second portion 7 
of the end pieces 2, 2' is designed to be permanently secured 
to a gliding board tongue 24, 24' lying to the right of the 
longitudinal mid-axis of the ski or snowboard. 
As may be seen from the embodiments illustrated in FIGS. 

5 to 13, the ?rst and second portions 6, 7 of the end pieces 2, 
2' are joined to one another or elastically coupled With one 
another by means of at least one elastically stretchable and 
rebounding bridging element 25. This coupling betWeen the 
?rst and second portion 6, 7 is designed so that the distance 
10, 10' or relative spacing betWeen the ?rst and secondportion 
6, 7 is variable against the force of the bridging element 25, in 
particular can be made bigger. The force of the bridging 
element 25 is therefore dimensioned so that a change, in 
particular an increase in siZe, can still be imparted to the 
opening angle betWeen the mutually adjacent gliding board 
tongues 23, 24 respectively 23', 24' by means of the geometry 
in?uencing means 4isee FIG. 1, 2. 
The bridging element 25, Which may be either a separate 

component or an integral element on the side portions 6, 7, is 
designed so that it is capable of Withstanding an elastic exten 
sion and rebound amounting to up to 15 mm Without being 
damaged. In particular, the bridging element 25 should be 
able to overcome an adjustment path of up to 15 mm even 
after many, in particular hundreds of motion cycles Without 
being damaged. An adjustment path of the elastic bridging 
element 25 and guide mechanism 11 and/or the elastic 
stretchable portion 21 is 0 mm to 10 mm, in particular 0 mm 
to 5 mm, as a rule. 

In the case of the embodiment illustrated as an example in 
FIG. 5, the elastically stretchable and rebounding bridging 
element 25 is structurally combined With a guide mechanism 
11. The force of this elastic bridging element 25 is such that it 
exerts an elastically ?exible resistance opposing an increase 
in the distance 10 and assists a resilient elastic rebounding 
action of the portions 6, 7 into a initial or non-operating state 
as soon as the forces imparting a tendency to increase the 
distance 10 cease. In the embodiment illustrated as an 
example illustrated in FIG. 5, the elastically stretchable and 
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rebounding bridging element is injection molded onto the 
portions 6, 7, in particular Within their Zones 8, 9, and is 
therefore positively and non-positively joined to the ?rst and 
second portion 6, 7. 

In the case of the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 6, the 
elastically stretchable and rebounding bridging element 25 is 
coupled With the ?rst and second portion 6, 7 by means of 
positive connections. Accordingly, the bridging element 25 
may also function as an elastic buffer element, Which damps 
movements toWards one another or vibrations in the direction 
of movement toWards one another and/or in the direction of 
movement aWay from one another of the ?rst and second 
portion 6, 7. The elastically stretchable and rebounding bridg 
ing element 25 is designed as a structurally separate element 
Which can be ?tted as and When required or interchangeably 
coupled With the portions 6, 7 as and When required. In this 
respect, the elastic bridging element 25 may act as a resil 
iently elastic tensing element, Which constantly biases the 
portions 6, 7 in the direction in Which the distance 10 or gap 
5, 5' in the gliding board body 3 is made smalleriFIG. 2a. 

In the case of the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 8 to 10, 
an arch-shaped or bracket-shaped bridging element 25 is 
provided. This bracket-shaped bridging element 25 and the 
co-operating spring element 30 is pivotably or articulatingly 
connected by its end portions to the ?rst portion 6 on the one 
hand and to the second portion 7 on the other hand by pivot 
bearings 31, 32. A pivot or joint axis of these pivot bearings 
31, 32 extends essentially perpendicular to the top andbottom 
face of the end pieces 2, 2'. The pivot bearing 31, 32 may be 
provided in the form of a bolt and bush bearing or as a ball and 
pan bearing, as schematically indicated in FIGS. 8, 10. In 
particular, cylindrical or spherical bearing elements are pro 
vided on the end portions of the arch-shaped bridging element 
25, Which are mounted so that they are able to pivot in co 
operating guide recesses Within the ?rst and second portion 6, 

Instead of a pivot bearing 31, 32 of this type, it Would also 
be possible for the elastically stretchable and rebounding 
bridging element 25 to be joined to the side portions 6, 7 via 
elastic deformation Zones, as best illustrated in FIG. 9. In 
particular, the end portions of the arch-shaped bridging ele 
ment 25 are rigidly connected to the portions 6, 7 and the end 
portions of the bridging element 25, Which may be made from 
spring steel for example, constitute the elastic deformation 
Zones. 

In the embodiments illustrated, the bridging element 25 or 
guide mechanism 11 or middle portion 12 extends either in a 
straight line or in an arc across a gap or across the region 
betWeen the portions 6, 7, as a result of Which these compo 
nents also afford reliable mechanical protection for an elastic 
bridging element 511 Which may optionally be disposed inside 
a gap 5, 5' in the gliding board body 3, as may best be seen 
from FIGS. 1 to 2a. The end piece 2, 2', in particular its 
bridging element 25 and/ or its guide mechanism 11 or middle 
portion 12 betWeen the side portions 6, 7 therefore also acts as 
a mechanical protection against damage to the relatively frag 
ile, elastic or ?exible bridging element 511 for the gap 5, 5' in 
the gliding board body 3. This is of particular advantage if the 
gliding boardbody 3 encounters an obstruction With one of its 
ends, in particular With the shovel or tip, for example if it hits 
a clump of ice, a post, a ski stick, a gate bar or similar. The 
described end pieces 2, 2' therefore also contribute signi? 
cantly to increasing the robustness of the gliding board body 
3, in particular a ski 1 or snoWboard With a variable geometry 
or siZe. 

The essential aspect is that the bridging elements 25 illus 
trated in FIGS. 6 to 11 also serve as a guide mechanism 11 or 
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12 
stabiliZing element. In particular, these bridging elements 25 
prevent relative movement or vertical shifting betWeen tWo 
adjacent gliding board tongues 23, 24 respectively 23', 24' in 
the direction perpendicular to the gliding face or bottom face 
of the gliding board body 3 and such deviating movements are 
counteracted by increased mechanical resistance, as may be 
seen particularly clearly from the diagrams shoWn in FIGS. 1 
to 2a. This being the case, the guide mechanism 11 may also 
be provided With the bridging element 25, in particular by 
means of the arch-shaped spring element 30, as may be seen 
from the embodiments illustrated in FIGS. 8 to 10. Accord 
ingly, part-portions of the arch-shaped bridging element 25 
form the guide projections 16, Which cooperate With guide 
recesses 17 in the ?rst and second portion 6, 7 in order to form 
a mutual guide mechanism 11. As may be seen in particular 
from FIGS. 8 to 10, part-portions of the arch-shaped, elasti 
cally deformable bridging element 25 constitute at least a ?rst 
guide element 14, Which co-operates With at least one other 
guide element 15 in or on the second portion 6, 7 in order to 
form a mutual guide mechanism 11 betWeen the ?rst and 
second portion 6, 7 of the end pieces 2, 2'. 
As may best be seen from FIG. 11, the elastically stretch 

able and rebounding bridging element 25 may also be made 
from ?at steel With at least one expandable folded arrange 
ment 22. The end portions of this metallic, plate-type or 
strip-type bridging element 25 are preferably injected into the 
portions 6, 7 made from plastic and thus anchored in them. 
As may be seen from the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 

12, 13, at least one stop element 26 may be provided betWeen 
the ?rst and second portion 6, 7 of the end pieces 2 in order to 
?x a minimum relative distance or a minimum distance 10 
betWeen the ?rst and secondportion 6, 7. This at least one stop 
element 26 may be provided in the form of at least one 
projection 27 disposed betWeen the mutually facing or adja 
cent Zones 8, 9 of the ?rst and second portion 6, 7. This stop 
element 26 is dimensioned so that an elastically stretchable 
and rebounding bridging element 25 betWeen the ?rst portion 
6 and the second portion 7 is in a largely non-operating or 
initial state When the stop element 26 is active. 
A Width of the elastically stretchable and rebounding 

bridging element 25 is preferably less than half the total Width 
13 of the end piece 2. 
As may also be seen from the embodiment illustrated in 

FIGS. 12, 13, a middle part 28 may also be disposed or 
retained on the elastically stretchable and rebounding bridg 
ing element 25. It is preferable if this middle part 28 can be 
positively connected to the elastically stretchable and 
rebounding bridging element 25. In this respect, the middle 
part 28 is preferably connected to the elastically stretchable 
and rebounding bridging element 25 in its middle portion. 
As may be seen from the embodiment illustrated as an 

example, the middle portion of the elastically stretchable and 
rebounding bridging element 25 may have a block-type sup 
port element 29 for retaining or accommodating the middle 
part 28. 
The elastically stretchable and rebounding bridging ele 

ment 25 may comprise a spring element 30 extending in a 
meandering shape, as may be seen from FIG. 12 for example. 
As illustrated in FIGS. 8 to 10, the spring element 30 may also 
be arch-shaped. 
The co-operating spring elements 30 may be made from 

plastic, from spring steel or from some other material With 
adequate elastic properties. 

In addition to the design based on a separate stop element 
26, another option is for the elastically stretchable and 
rebounding bridging element 25 to serve as a stop element in 
order to limit the minimum distance 10 betWeen the ?rst and 
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second portion 6, 7, as may be seen in the embodiment illus 
trated as an example in FIGS. 5, 6. 
As in the case of the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 12, 

13, the middle part 28 may also be designed so that it posi 
tively engages by its lateral peripheral portions in the mutu 
ally facing terminal ends of the ?rst and second portion 6, 7 or 
the middle part 28 bridges the mutually facing terminal ends 
of the portions 6, 7 With a lateral overlap, as may best be seen 
from FIG. 13. 

The essential aspect of the described end pieces 2, 2' is that 
the ?rst and second portion 6, 7 move into one another in a 
mutually and telescopically guided arrangement and/or are 
elastically coupled With one another so that the Width of the 
U-shaped sickle-shaped end pieces 2, 2' is variable starting 
from the central apex point or starting from its middle portion 
12. In this respect, it is of practical advantage if a guide 
mechanism 11 is provided betWeen the ?rst and second por 
tion 6, 7, Which enables a relative displacement betWeen the 
?rst and second portion 6, 7 in a direction extending parallel 
With the gliding or standing plane and transversely to the 
longitudinal direction of a ski or snoWboard. The guide 
mechanism 11 betWeen the ?rst and second portion 6, 7 may 
be provided in the form of a groove-spring connection or in 
the form of a groove-spring-groove connection. This guide 
mechanism 11 is also designed so that relative displacements 
betWeen the ?rst and second portion 6, 7 of the end pieces 2, 
2' are prevented in the direction perpendicular to the bottom 
face or gliding face of a ski or snoWboard. In particular, the 
end piece 2, 2' prevents or reduces relative movements or 
shifting betWeen the gliding board tongues 23, 24 respec 
tively 23' 24' in the direction perpendicular to the bottom and 
top face of the gliding board body 3, as may be seen in 
particular from the diagrams shoWn in FIGS. 1 to 211. 

The end piece 2, 2' therefore acts as a load- or force 
transmitting coupling betWeen the tWo gliding board tongues 
23, 24 respectively 23', 24', thereby enabling the stability and 
bending behavior of the respective end portion of the gliding 
board body 3 to be positively in?uenced. With the speci?ed 
end pieces 2, 2', therefore, the performance of a gliding board 
body 3 With a variable geometry or siZe can be further 
enhanced. In particular, improved cornering behavior and a 
more exact controllability of the gliding board body 3, in 
particular the ski or snoWboard, can be achieved by means of 
the speci?ed end pieces 2, 2'. 

It is of advantage if at least the front end piece 2, in par 
ticular its ?rst and second portion 6, 7, is of an essentially 
U-shaped or L-shaped cross-section. This results in a good 
hold of the end pieces 2 in the respective end portion of the 
gliding board body 3. This shape also provides a cladding or 
cover for the front end face or the rear end face of the gliding 
board body 3. In particular, the end piece 2 can be push-?tted 
or clinched round the terminal end of the gliding board body 
3, thereby enabling it to be ?tted during the process of manu 
facturing the gliding board body 3 or ski 1 or snoWboard so 
that it is as strong as possible and particularly resistant to 
tearing off. 

FIGS. 14, 15 illustrate another embodiment of a front end 
piece 2, although an endpiece of this type could naturally also 
be used on the rear end portion of a gliding board body 3. In 
the case of the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 14, the ?rst and 
second portions 6, 7 are coupled With one another in the 
mutually facing Zones 8, 9 to form a single piece. In other 
Words, the portions 6, 7 merge With one another in the middle 
portion 12 of the end pieces 2 to form a single part. In par 
ticular, the tWo side portions 6, 7 are connected to one another 
by means of an elastic bridging element 25 or via an elastic 
middle portion 12. The middle portion 12 may be designed in 
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14 
the form of an integral hinge arrangement, in Which case an 
articulated or living hinge connection made from an appro 
priately selected material and/ or shape for the middle portion 
12 can be provided betWeen the portions 6, 7. 
The elastically deformable middle portion 12 is preferably 

designed so that it affords as loW as possible a resistance to the 
variations in the Width of the gliding board body 3 Which 
occur during travel and/ or are induced as a result of individual 
initial settings. 
The elastically deformable middle portion 12 in the 

embodiment illustrated in FIG. 14 is disposed in the mutually 
adjacent Zones 8, 9 of the ?rst and second portion 6, 7. In 
Zones 33, 34 of the ?rst and second portion 6, 7 remote from 
these adjacent Zones 8, 9, the ?rst and second portion 6, 7 of 
the end pieces 2 can be respectively articulatingly connected 
to the side edges 37, 38 of a ski or snoWboard lying opposite 
one another, in particular its gliding board tongues 23, 24. In 
the case of the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 14, the articu 
lated connection betWeen the outer or distal Zones 33, 34 and 
the respective gliding board tongues 23, 24 is provided in the 
form of bolt-type ?xing means 39, 40, in particular screWs or 
rivets. Via these ?xing means 39, 40, the outer Zones 33, 34 of 
the ?rst and second portion 6, 7 are each articulatingly con 
nected to the gliding board tongues 23, 24. This results in a 
triangular arrangement, and the corner points on the base of 
this triangular arrangement are de?ned by the articulated 
connection established via die ?xing means 39, 40. The 
articulated connection at the apex of this triangular arrange 
ment, on the other hand, is the elastically deformable middle 
portion 12. The ?xing means 39, 40 positioned at the outer 
end portions for the ?rst and second portion 6, 7 therefore also 
form pivot bearings 31, 32 betWeen the outer Zones 33, 34 of 
the portions 6, 7 and the respective co-operating gliding board 
tongues 23, 24. 
A distance or a gap 41 betWeen the terminal end of the 

gliding board body 3 and the terminal end internal Wall or 
front boundary Wall of the end pieces 2 permits a relative 
displaceability betWeen the end piece 2 and the end portion of 
the gliding board body 3. This gap 41 or this freedom of 
movement is primarily necessary When the Width of the glid 
ing board body 3 is made bigger or smaller. Particularly 
during lateral alternating movements of gliding board 
tongues 23, 24 relative to the longitudinal mid-axis of the 
gliding board body 3, this results in a front bearing or rear 
bearing of the tip and middle portion 12 by reference to the 
direction of travel of the gliding board body 3, as symboliZed 
by the double arroWs. 

In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 15, the mutually 
adjacent Zones 8, 9 of the portions 6, 7 may be connected to 
one another by means of an articulated joint 42 instead of an 
elastically stretchable and rebounding bridging element 25. 
To this end, the ?rst and second portion 6, 7 overlap and these 
tWo portions 6, 7 provide the articulation for the middle 
portion 12 in their overlap Zone. Again in this embodiment, a 
triangular arrangement is obtained, the base distance of Which 
betWeen the outer Zones 33, 34 can be varied in length and the 
legs of Which are formed by the portions 6, 7. A vertical 
dimension perpendicular to the base of this triangular 
arrangement is therefore variable, depending on the changes 
in the Width of the gliding board body 3. By means of the 
articulated joint 42, the middle portion 12 and Zones 8, 9 are 
able to effect relative movements in the longitudinal direction 
of the gliding board body 3 . Alternatively to or in combination 
With pivot bearings 31, 32 betWeen the outer Zones 33, 34 and 
gliding board tongues 23, 24, it Would also be possible to 
provide at least one elastic deformation Zone 35, 36 in or on 
the side portions 6, 7, as schematically indicated in FIG. 15. 
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The embodiments illustrated as examples represent pos 
sible variants of end pieces 2, 2' and skis 1, and it should be 
pointed out at this stage that the invention is not speci?cally 
limited to the variants speci?cally illustrated, and instead the 
individual variants may be used in different combinations 
With one another and these possible variations lie Within the 
reach of the person skilled in this technical ?eld given the 
disclosed technical teaching. Accordingly, all conceivable 
variants Which can be obtained by combining individual 
details of the variants described and illustrated are possible 
and fall Within the scope of the invention. 

For the sake of good order, ?nally, it should be pointed out 
that, in order to provide a clearer understanding of the struc 
ture of the end pieces 2, 2' and the skis 1, they and their 
constituent parts are illustrated to a certain extent out of scale 
and/or on an enlarged scale and/or on a reduced scale. The 
objective underlying the independent inventive solutions may 
be found in the description. 
Above all, the individual embodiments of the subject mat 

ter illustrated in FIGS. 1-2a; 3, 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12, 13; 
14; 15 constitute independent solutions proposed by the 
invention in their oWn right. The objectives and associated 
solutions proposed by the invention may be found in the 
detailed descriptions of these draWings. 

LIST OF REFERENCE NUMBERS 

1 Ski 
2,2‘ End piece 
3 Gliding body 
311 Binding mechanism 
4 Geometry-in?uencing means 
5,5‘ Gap 
5a Flexible bridging element 
6 Portion (?rst) 
7 Portion (second) 
8 Zone (adjacent) 
9 Zone (adjacent) 
10,10‘ Distance 
11 Guide mechanism 
12 Middle portion 
13 Width 
14 Guide element 
15 Guide element 
16 Guide projection 
17 Guide recess 
18 Elastomeric plastic 
19 Side part 
20 Side part 
21 Stretchable portion 
22 Expandable folded arrangement 
23,23‘ Gliding board tongue 
24,24‘ Gliding board tongue 
25 Bridging element 
26 Stop element 
27 Projection 
28 Middle part 
29 Support element 
30 Spring element 
31 Pivot bearing 
32 Pivot bearing 
33 Zone (remote) 
34 Zone (remote) 
35 Deformation Zone 
36 Deformation Zone 
37 Side edge 
38 Side edge 
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39 Fixing means 
40 Fixing means 
41 Gap 
42 Articulated joint 
The invention claimed is: 
1. An end piece for cladding a terminal front or rear end of 

a ski or snoWboard, the ski or snoWboard having a longitudi 
nal axis and a ?rst gliding board tongue on one side of the 
longitudinal axis and a second gliding board tongue on the 
other side of the longitudinal axis, Wherein the end piece is 
adapted to be rigidly and non-detachably ?tted onto a front or 
rear end portion of the ski or snoWboard, and Wherein the end 
piece has a substantially arch-shaped or sickle-shaped pro?le 
along a gliding plane of the ski or snoWboard, the end piece 
comprising at least a ?rst portion adapted to be secured to the 
?rst gliding board tongue and a second portion adapted to be 
secured to the second gliding board tongue, the ?rst portion 
having a Zone lying adjacent to the second portion and the 
second portion having a Zone lying adjacent to the ?rst por 
tion, Wherein a position of the ?rst portion is variable relative 
to a position of the second portion, and Wherein a distance 
betWeen the mutually adjacent Zones or a Width or length 
dimension of at least one of the Zones can be varied. 

2. The end piece according to claim 1, Wherein the end 
piece has a Width and a middle portion substantially centrally 
located across the Width, Wherein the end piece is designed so 
that its Width can be varied by adjustment of its middle por 
tion. 

3. The end piece according to claim 1, Wherein the end 
piece is designed so that the distance betWeen the mutually 
adjacent Zones can be varied depending on a load-induced 
varying Width and/ or an individually pre-settable Width of the 
front and rear ends of the ski or snoWboard. 

4. The end piece according to claim 1, Wherein the end 
piece has a Width and a middle portion substantially centrally 
located across the Width, and Wherein the mutually adjacent 
Zones of the ?rst and second portion are positioned in the 
middle portion. 

5. The end piece according to claim 1, Wherein the end 
piece has a Width and a middle portion substantially centrally 
located across the Width, and Wherein a guide mechanism is 
provided in the middle portion, the guide mechanism includ 
ing at least tWo telescopically guided or mutually overlapping 
guide elements, so that the end piece can be made Wider and 
narroWer by adjustment of the guide mechanism. 

6. The end piece according to claim 1, Wherein the end 
piece has a Width and a middle portion substantially centrally 
located across the Width, and Wherein at least one elastically 
stretchable and rebounding Zone is provided in at least the 
middle portion. 

7. The end piece according to claim 6, Wherein the middle 
portion is made from elastomeric plastic. 

8. The end piece according to claim 1, Wherein the end 
piece is designed as a single-piece component produced by a 
plastic injection molding process. 

9. The end piece according to claim 1, Wherein the end 
piece has a Width and a middle portion substantially centrally 
located across the Width, and Wherein the middle portion is 
made from an elastomeric, ?exible plastic, and Wherein the 
?rst and second portion are respectively secured to or formed 
on mutually opposite peripheral portions of the middle por 
tion forming side parts made from a relatively hard material. 

10. The end piece according to claim 9, Wherein the end 
piece is made as an integral component in a multi-component 
plastic injection molding process. 

11. The end piece according to claim 1, Wherein the end 
piece has a Width and a middle portion substantially centrally 
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located across the Width, and wherein the middle portion is 
designed as a stretchable portion With an ability to stretch and 
rebound due to the shape and/or material. 

12. The end piece according to claim 1, Wherein the ?rst 
and second portion are connected to one another by means of 
at least one elastically stretchable and rebounding bridging 
element so that the distance or relative distance betWeen the 
?rst and second portion can be varied against the force of the 
bridging element. 

13. The end piece according to claim 12, Wherein the 
bridging element is designed so that it is capable of Withstand 
ing a one hundredfold extension and rebound to a degree of up 
to 15 mm Without being damaged. 

14. The end piece according to claim 1, Wherein at least one 
stop element is provided betWeen the ?rst and second portion 
for ?xing a minimum distance or a non-operating position 
betWeen the ?rst and second portion. 

15. The end piece according to claim 14, Wherein the stop 
element is provided in the form of at least one projection 
Which is disposed Within the mutually adjacent Zones of the 
?rst and second portion. 

16. The end piece according to claim 14, Wherein the stop 
element is dimensioned so that an elastically stretchable and 
rebounding bridging element betWeen the ?rst portion and 
second portion is in a largely non-stretched or initial state 
When the stop element is active. 

17. The end piece according to claim 12, Wherein an exten 
sion of the elastically stretchable and rebounding bridging 
element measured parallel With an adjustment path or a vari 
ability in distance betWeen the ?rst and second portion is less 
than half a Width of the end piece. 

18. The end piece according to claim 12, Wherein a middle 
part is retained on the elastically stretchable and rebounding 
bridging element. 

19. The end piece according to claim 18, Wherein the 
middle part can be positively connected to the elastically 
stretchable and rebounding bridging element. 

20. The end piece according to claim 18, Wherein the 
middle part canbe connected to the elastically stretchable and 
rebounding bridging element in a middle portion thereof. 

21. The end piece according to claim 20, Wherein the 
middle portion of the elastically stretchable and rebounding 
bridging element has a block-type support element for retain 
ing or accommodating the middle part. 

22. The end piece according to claim 18, Wherein the 
middle part has lateral peripheral portions, Wherein the ?rst 
and second portion have mutually facing terminal ends in the 
mutually adjacent Zones, and Wherein the lateral peripheral 
portions of the middle part positively engage the mutually 
facing terminal ends bridge the mutually facing terminal ends 
With a lateral overlap. 

23. The end piece according to claim 12, Wherein the 
elastically stretchable and rebounding bridging element com 
prises at least one arch-shaped or meandering spring element. 
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24. The end piece according to claim 23, Wherein the spring 

element is made from plastic. 
25. The end piece according to claim 23, Wherein the spring 

element is made from spring steel. 
26. The end piece according to claim 12, Wherein the 

elastically stretchable and rebounding bridging element has 
or forms a stop element for ?xing a minimum distance 
betWeen the ?rst and second portion. 

27. The end piece according to claim 1, Wherein the ?rst 
and second portions merge into one another telescopically so 
that a Width of the end piece can be varied in a direction 
extending parallel to the gliding plane and transversely to the 
longitudinal axis of the ski or snoWboard. 

28. The end piece according to claim 1, Wherein a guide 
mechanism is provided betWeen the ?rst and second portions, 
the guide mechanism permitting relative displacement 
betWeen the ?rst and second portions in a direction extending 
parallel to the gliding plane and transversely to the longitu 
dinal axis of the ski or snoWboard. 

29. The end piece according to claim 1, Wherein the ?rst 
and second portions are mutually guided one inside the other, 
so that relative displacements betWeen the ?rst and second 
portions in a direction perpendicular to the gliding plane of 
the ski or snoWboard are prevented. 

30. A ski or snoWboard having a gliding board body for 
gliding on snoW or ice, Wherein an end piece according to 
claim 1 is secured to at least one end portion of the gliding 
board body. 

31. The ski or snoWboard according to claim 30, Wherein 
the gliding board body has at least one geometry-in?uencing 
means for varying a Width and/or cross-sectional geometry of 
the front and/ or rear end portion of the gliding board body. 

32. The ski or snoWboard according to claim 31, Wherein 
the geometry-in?uencing means comprises at least one slot or 
gap in the gliding board body, the slot or gap extending along 
a longitudinal direction of the gliding board body and running 
from at least one end of the gliding board body toWards a 
middle portion of the gliding board body. 

33. The ski or snoWboard according to claim 32, Wherein 
the at least one slot or gap in the gliding board body is bridged 
by at least one ?exible bridging element. 

34. The end piece according to claim 29, Wherein the ?rst 
and second portions are mutually guided one inside the other 
by means of a tongue and groove connection. 

35. The end piece according to claim 7, Wherein the middle 
portion is made from rubber. 

36. The end piece according to claim 9, Wherein the rela 
tively hard material is hard plastic or metal. 

37. The end piece according to claim 11, Wherein the 
stretchable portion has an expandable folded arrangement. 

38. The end piece according to claim 19, Wherein the 
middle part can be positively connected to the elastically 
stretchable and rebounding bridging element by means of a 
plug-in connection. 


